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I. Introduction

The SAE Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL)[1] is a modeling language for formally
correct description and analysis.[2] Its intended application area is software and hardware architec-
ture modeling of performance-critical real-time embedded systems. Performance-critical systems are
systems whose operation strongly depends on meeting non-functional system requirements such as
reliability, availability, timing, responsiveness, throughput, safety, and security. Following the trend of
modern modeling languages, AADL provides both a textual and a visual syntax. The language is also
designed to be extendable to accommodate aspects that the core language does not completely cover.

II. Overview

The AADL standard defines the abstract syntax of the language as a Meta Object Facility (MOF)
based metamodel. A trivial mapping exists between the metamodel and both the textual and graphical
notations, so the two notations are completely equivalent. The metamodel’s entities have been divided
into three main categories: software, platform and system. The software category defines process, sub-
process, thread concepts and commonly used data sets along with timing requirements and periodicity
of each processing task. The platform category defines hardware resources such as processor, memory,
bus and auxiliary device, each having a set of possible performance properties. The system is the only
composite category, representing the assembly of software and execution platform components.

A. Levels of description

The standard defines four levels of description. These can be thought of as four metalevels. The
first is the predefined metamodel of category concepts. The next level is the type for external interface
specification of the functional elements of the software. The implementation level details the content of
the implementation of interfaces defined in types. Each type definition can have multiple implementa-
tions, supporting fault tolerant designs such as n-version programming. The implementations can have
multiple run-time instances. Inheritance can be defined between type and implementation concepts.

B. Features of components

A feature is a part of a component type definition that defines how a component can interface with
other components. The main feature components are: port, subprogram, parameter and subcomponent
access interface. Ports are logical connection points for transfer of control and data. A rich set of
connection types is available to define the precise semantics and temporal characteristics of transfer
between ports. A similar connection concept exists for parameter and subprogram access. Flow graphs
can be defined within components. This detailed specification facility enables thorough analysis of
timing, delay and other quality of service parameters as well as error propagation paths and reliability.

C. Bindings and modes

The software component associations to pieces of execution hardware are called bindings. They can
be organized into operation modes, that represent the operating configuration of the system at a given
time. Mode transitions are useful for modeling degraded system health caused by component failure
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or autonomous dynamic adaptation to load levels.

III. State of the Art

The AADL standard was published in 2004 by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)[1]. There
is a two-tiered tool support strategy. Commercial tool providers include the standard developers and
key industry users. To facilitate the industry acceptance open source tool sets called OSATE and
TOPCASED are also being developed.

Interoperability between different tools and other related standards is a key issue. To avoid the
problem of various slightly different vendor specific model formats that was a serious problem of early
UML tools the AADL Standards Committee has released a reference XML and XMI schema for AADL
model interchange. An ECore metamodel is also a provided for Eclipse based tool development. UML
integration will be realized by an AADL UML profile that is being standardized.

OSATE is an Eclipse plugin set based on the reference AADL model[3]. Its main features include a
syntax guided textual and visual editor along with a set of plugin extension interfaces. The extensions
can take the form of model analysis, generation, transformation and extraction features. Commer-
cial code generation tools are being developed for automated code stub generation in C and ADA
languages[3]. There are ongoing research projects of transforming subsets of AADL models into state
automata and petri nets for dependability analysis[3]. Several language extensions, annexes are also
being developed to cover specific problem fields.

IV. Further research issues

The detailed description facility and precisely defined execution semantics of AADL enable very
thorough model checking and analysis. At the moment only a small subset of the theoretically proov-
able properties of AADL models can actually be verified due to the lack of capable verification tools.
By translating AADL models into SAL[4] timed automata models the existing model checking tools
can be used to verify formalized properties[5]. A focused part of my research is the question of for-
mally correct back annotation. Without it the verification results of a translated model are exceptionally
hard to interpret on the original model, defeating the original purpose of the verification.

The second important field of research is the automated implementation code generation and de-
ployment. Up to now, code generators were either incomplete, providing only stubs or ”frames” that a
programmer had to fill in by hand, or complete but restricted to a very narrow problem domain. The
lack of a universal and at the same time semantically well defined modeling language was a limiting
factor. AADL has potential to solve some of these issues as it covers several aspects of integrated sys-
tem development. Its scope is still limited, but extendable by utilizing annexes. Integrating the formal
verification results into proof carrying code and improving the completeness of the generated code by
utilizing the annexes is the main goal of my research.
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